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FEDERAL INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CHANGES, EMPLOYEE PROTECTIONS 

727. Mr S.R. HILL to the Minister for Consumer and Employment Protection: 
Given that the commonwealth Employment Advocate has a poor record of upholding the required legal 
protections under the Workplace Relations Act, will the minister inform the house about the protections 
employees will have when signing an Australian workplace agreement under the Howard government’s 
proposed legislation? 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE replied: 
I thank the member for the question.  He and many other members are well aware that the under the current 
arrangements for Australian workplace agreements the Employment Advocate registers them and is supposed to 
administer a no-disadvantage test.  We have evidence that currently the Employment Advocate neither upholds 
the law nor provides certain protections contained within commonwealth law.  It is a travesty that a federal 
agency thumbs its nose at the law it is supposed to administer.  Under the Workplace Relations Amendment 
(Work Choices) Bill, the Employment Advocate will continue to register workplace agreements, but it appears 
there is no requirement for it to uphold any standards.  Proposed section 99B(5) states in part that “The 
Employment Advocate is not required to consider or determine whether any of the requirements of this Part have 
been met in relation to the making or content” of workplace agreements.   

When registering workplace agreements under the changes, the Employment Advocate will not have to assure 
him or herself that an employee had even seen a copy of the AWA.  The Employment Advocate will not need to 
make sure that an employee was advised he had the right to employ a bargaining agent.  The Employment 
Advocate will not even have to check whether the employee signed the workplace agreement.  The Employment 
Advocate will not check that the employee is not disadvantaged relevant to the appropriate award.  If the 
employee has not even consented to the AWA, the Employment Advocate will still register it.  Even if the 
employee has not acknowledged, signed or agreed to it, the Employment Advocate will register the AWA and it 
will take effect.  There is no protection for employees in the proposed commonwealth WorkChoices legislation.  
We can see in it the nasty, ideological view of the Howard government.  The Employment Advocate can fine an 
employer either $16 500 or up to $33 000 - 

Ms S.E. Walker:  Squawk, squawk, squawk. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  - if the workplace agreement contains particular provisions - 

Ms S.E. Walker:  Squawk, squawk, squawk. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  - that the Howard government is outlawing. 

The SPEAKER:  Order!  I call to order the member for Nedlands for the first time. 

Mr J.C. KOBELKE:  If the employer reaches an agreement with the employee and puts into a workplace 
agreement those matters that have been outlawed by the Howard government, the employer can be fined by the 
Employment Advocate, yet the Employment Advocate will do absolutely nothing to protect the interests of the 
worker who must work under the workplace agreement.  It is a travesty for a fair go for working Australians. 
 


